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Abstract

Recent calculations applying statistical mechanics indicate that in a setting with compactified large extra dimension
hole might evolve into a (quasi-)stable state with mass close to the new fundamental scaleMf . Black holes and therefor
their relics might be produced at the LHC in the case of extra-dimensional topologies. In this energy regime, Ha
evaporation scenario is modified due to energy conservation and quantum effects. We reanalyse the evaporation of s
holes including the quantisation of the emitted radiation due to the finite surface of the black hole. It is found that ob
stable black hole relics with masses∼ 1–3Mf would form which could be identified by a delayed single jet with a correspon
hard momentum kick to the relic and by ionisation, e.g., in a TPC.
 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.
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The idea of Large eXtra Dimensions (LXDs) whic
was recently proposed in [1–5] might allow to stu
interactions at trans-planckian energies in the n
generation collider experiments. Here, the hierarc
problem is solved or at least reformulated in a g
metric language by the existence ofd compactified
LXDs in which only the gravitons can propaga
The standard-model particles are bound to our
dimensional sub-manifold, often called our 3-brane

The strength of a force at a distancer generated
by a charge depends on the number of space-like
mensions. For distances smaller than the compacti
tion lengthL, the gravitational interaction drops fast
compared to the other interactions. For distances m
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bigger thanL gravity is described by the well-know
potential law∝ 1/r. However, starting fromr � L the
force lines are diluted into the extra dimensions res
ing in a smaller effective coupling constant for gravi

This scenario would lead to the following relatio
between the four-dimensional Planck massmp and the
higher-dimensional Planck massMf , which is the new
fundamental scale of the theory

(1)m2
p = LdMd+2

f .

The lowered fundamental scale would induce
vast number of observable phenomena for quan
gravity at energies in the rangeMf . In fact, the
non-observation of these predicted features gives
constraints on the parameters of the model, the num
of extra dimensionsd and the fundamental scaleMf

[6,7]. On the one hand, this scenario would have m
nse.
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1]:
consequences for cosmology and astrophysics suc
the modification of inflation in the early universe a
enhanced supernova-cooling due to graviton emis
[3,8–11]. On the other hand, additional proces
had to be expected in high-energy collisions [1
production of real and virtual gravitons [13–17] a
the creation of black holes at energies that can
achieved at colliders in the near future.

Especially the possibility of black hole productio
in LXDs at the LHC and from cosmic rays ha
received great attention [18–32]. Black holes produ
in such interactions would be tiny and may dec
on fm/c time scales [25]. Thus, the decay of the
objects (black holes, p-branes, string balls) could
studied in detail in the laboratory. Unfortunately, ve
little is known about the final stages of black ho
evaporation. Extensive speculations about the fi
fate of black holes have been brought forward
the literature and will be discussed in detail lat
The general notion is that a small black hole sto
evaporating particles when its mass approaches
Planck scale, resulting in the exciting possibility
forming a (quasi-)stable relic. In this Letter, we stu
a model for the radiation from small black hol
assuming a geometrical quantisation of the emi
radiation. The quantisation of the radiation can lead
black hole relics of masses around 1–3 TeV with sm
electric charge. Those relics might be observable a
LHC.

Let us start with the properties of black holes wh
may be accessible in the next generation collid
A black hole which might be produced with

√
s ≈

10 TeV would have a radius much smaller than
sizeL of the LXDs [25]. In this case one can negle
the periodic boundary conditions due to compactifi
tion and approximate the spacetime to be spheric
symmetric. For these black holes, the metric is giv
by the(d+4)-dimensional Schwarzschild metric [33

Following Ref. [33] and implying the extra dimen
sions via Eq. (1), the Schwarzschild radius is given

(2)Rd+1
S = 2

d + 1

M

Md+2
f

.

The metric takes the familiar form

(3)ds2 = −γ (r)dt2 + 1

γ (r)
dr2 + dΩ2

(d+3)
swith dΩ(d+3) being the surface element of the(d+3)-
dimensional sphere, containingd + 2 angles andγ (r)
given by

(4)γ (r)= 1−
(
RS

r

)d+1

.

From this one gets the surface gravity:

(5)κ = d + 1

2

1

RS

,

which is the Newtonian force at the horizon in t
Schwarzschild case. The surface of the black hole

(6)A =Ω(d+3)R
d+2
S ,

with Ω(d+3) denoting the surface of the unit(d + 3)-
sphere

(7)Ω(d+3) = 2π(d+3)/2

�(d+3
2 )

.

The production cross section for black holes
parton–parton orνN collisions can be estimate
on geometrical grounds and is of orderσ(M) ≈
πR2

S [20,34–36]. Detailed studies to support th
estimate can be found in the recent works by Jeve
and Thaler [37] and by Eardley and Giddings [3
Assuming the validity of the classical approximati
and settingMf ∼ 1 TeV andd = 2 one findsσ ≈
1 TeV−2 ≈ 400 pb. The luminosity of pp interaction
at the LHC would then allow the production
approximately≈ 108 black holes per year [22].

The fate of these small black holes is difficult to e
timate. There final evaporation is closely connecte
the information loss puzzle. The black hole emits th
mal radiation, whose sole property is the temperat
regardless of the initial state of the collapsing mat
So, if the black hole completely decays into statis
cally distributed particles, unitarity can be violate
This happens when the initial state is a pure quan
state and then evolves into a mixed state [39–41].

When one tries to avoid the information loss pro
lem two possibilities are left. The information is r
gained by some unknown mechanism or a stable b
hole remnant is formed which keeps the informati
Besides the fact that it is unclear in which way the
formation should escape the horizon [42–47] there
several other arguments for black hole relics [48–5
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• The uncertainty relation: the Schwarzschild
dius of a black hole with Planck mass is of the
der of the Planck length. Since the Planck length
the wavelength corresponding to a particle of Pla
mass, a problem arises when the mass of the b
hole drops below Planck mass. Then one has trap
a higher mass,M � Mf , inside a volume which is
smaller than allowed by the uncertainty principle [5
To avoid this problem, Zel’dovich has proposed th
black holes with masses below Planck mass shoul
associated with stable elementary particles [53].

• Corrections to the Lagrangian: the introducti
of additional terms, which are quadratic in the c
vature, yields a dropping of the evaporation temp
ature towards zero [54,55]. This holds also for ext
dimensional scenarios [56] and is supported by ca
lations in the low energy limit of string theory [57,58

• Further reasons for the existence of relics h
been suggested to be black holes with axionic cha
[59], the modification of the Hawking temperature d
to quantum hair [60] or magnetic monopoles [6
Coupling of a dilaton field to gravity also yields relic
with detailed features depending on the dimension
spacetime [62,63].

Let us now compare the classical micro-canon
emission scenario to an approach that takes
account the effects of the geometrical quantisa
of the emitted radiation. Note that this approach
different from a quantisation of the event horizon.
the present model, all horizon configurations can s
be realized.

Generally, black holes emit particles via the Haw
ing mechanism [64,65]. The temperature of the rad
tion is:

(8)T = κ

2π
,

with κ given by (5). From dimensional aspects we e
pect the entropy to beS ∝ AMd+2

f . From thermody-
namics we know that,

(9)
∂S

∂M
= 1

T
,

whereM is interpreted as the conserved energy of
system.

Inserting Eqs. (2), (5) and (8) one obtains a m
dependence of 1/T with the exponent(1/(d + 1)).
Integration yields

(10)S(M)= d + 1

d + 2

M

T
= 2π

d + 1

d + 2
(MfRS)

d+2.

In the limit where the energies of the emitted partic
are small compared to the mass of the black hole
grand-canonical ensemble can be used. The num
density of particles with energyω is then

(11)n(ω)= 1

exp[ω/T ] − 1

with which one derives the higher-dimensional a
logue of the Stefan–Boltzmann law [66,67]

(12)ε = Ω2
(d+3)

(2π)d+3�(d + 4)ζ(d + 4)T d+4.

The spectrum of the emitted radiation has a maxim
at frequencies of the order of the temperature. Th
when the mass of the black hole approaches
Planck scale, the energy of the emitted quanta ca
longer be neglected. Since we are interested in
late evaporation stage, when the black hole is sm
and hot, an appropriate statistical description is gi
by the micro-canonical ensemble [67–69]. Here,
single-particle number density is given by

(13)n(ω)= exp[S(M −ω)]
exp[S(M)] ,

whereS denotes the entropy of the black hole.
Let us shortly examine the limit of huge black ho

masses in the micro-canonical approach. The limi
the grand-canonical number density is Wien’s lim
i.e.,n(ω)= exp(−ω/T ). In the micro-canonical case

lnn(ω)≈ −2π(MfRS)
d+2 ω

M
= −4πRS

d + 1
ω

(14)= −ω

T

in leading order inω/M. Thus, Wien’s limit is
recovered.

Next we investigate the multi-particle spectrum
the micro-canonical description:

(15)n(ω)=
�M/ω�∑
j=1

exp[S(M − jω)]
exp[S(M)] ,

with �x� being the smallest integer next tox. This
cut-off assures that the total energy of the emit
quantum does not exceed the mass of the black h
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After substitutingx =M−jω one obtains for the tota
energy density which is radiated off by the black ho

ε = Ω(d+3)

(2π)3+d
e−S(M)

∞∑
j=1

1

jd+4

(16)×
M∫

0

eS(x)(M − x)3+d dx.

The evaporation rate per degree of freedom is given

dM

dt
= Ω2

(d+3)

(2π)d+3
R2+d
S ζ(d + 4)e−S(M)

(17)×
M∫

0

eS(x)(M − x)(3+d)dx.

Fig. 1 (thin dotted lines) shows the evaporat
rate (17) as a function of the initial massM of the
black hole. In the limitM → ∞, the micro canonica
evaporation rate reproduces the Hawking evapora
in d + 3 space-like dimensions:

lim
M�Mf

dM

dt

=AD
Ω(d+3)

(2π)d+3

∞∫
0

ω3+d dω

exp(ωT −1)− 1

= Ω(d + 4)2

(2π)d+3 �(d + 4)ζ(d + 4) R2+d
S T d+4,

which is, using (8),

lim
M�Mf

dM

dt

= Ω2
(d+3)

(2π)2d+7

(
d + 1

2

)d+4

�(d + 4)
ζ(d + 4)

R2
S

∝ M2
f

(
M

Mf

)−2/(d+1)

.

Now we address the model with geometrical qu
tisation of the emitted radiation. The radiation of
black hole derived by semi-classical quantum fi
theory in curved space [70] yields a black body sp
trum ind+3 dimensions. Spherical symmetry is tak
into account by making the usual separation ansatz
Fig. 1. Black hole evaporation rate per degree of freedom a
function of mass, from top to bottom ford = 6,5,4. The thin dotted
lines show the standard micro-canonical scenario. The thick l
denote the calculations with the discrete energy spectrum.

the wave equation:

(18)ψ(r,Ω)= 1

rd+1Ylm(Ω)φ(r),

which factorizes the full wave function into an amp
tude 1/rd+1, a radial wave functionφ and a set of
spherical harmonicsYlm. HereΩ is an abbreviation
for the occurringd + 2 angles. The coefficients in th
multipole expansion suppress the energy emissio
higher order harmonics, therefore we consider only
l = 0 mode. In this case the dispersion relation is
usual one for massless particlesk2 = ω2. The bound-
ary conditions of the black body lead to a restricti
of the possible momenta.1

This results in a geometrical quantisation of t
momentum spectrum

(19)kl = πl

RS

.

As a consequence, the multi-particle spectrum (15
modified, since the emitted particles have energie

1 Note that the energy levels of the radiation in the monop
contribution are similar to the energy levels of a cubic black b
radiator of side length 2RS that was discussed in Ref. [71].
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integer multiples of a minimal energy quantum'ω =
π/RS :

(20)

n(l) =
�M/l'ω�∑

j=1

exp[S(M − j l'ω)]
exp[S(M)] Θ(M − l'ω).

Here theΘ-function cuts off the spectrum when th
energy of one particle exceeds the mass of the b
hole. The energy density of the radiation is derived
summation over momentum space

(21)ε = Ω(d+3)

(2π)3+d
'ω

�M/'ω�∑
l=1

n(l)(l'ω)d+3.

In the limit of large black hole massesM � Mf

one has'ω → 0 and regains the continuous emiss
spectrum from Eq. (21). The evaporation rate w
respect to the geometrically quantised spectrum
shown in Fig. 1 (thick lines) and compared to t
continuous spectrum case (thin dotted lines).

The spacing of energy levels gets smaller w
increasingM, and whenever it is possible to occu
an additional level the evaporation rate exhibits a s
These steps naturally appear in spacings≈ π TeV,
because in the mass range of interest it isRS ≈
1/Mf —the exact value thereby depending on
number of extra dimensions.

The evaporation process occurs in quantised st
It cannot proceed further when the lowest lying qu
tum state allowed exceeds already the mass of
black hole. Evaporation is halted at a finite mass va
for a certain fraction of initial masses above the fun
mental scale. It should be noted that the transverse
mentum spectra of the radiation is modified as co
pared with a simple extrapolation of the Hawking fo
mula to small masses: here the final quanta pos
energies of the order 1/RS , and not a continuous spe
trum withT (M ≈ 1 TeV).

If the mass were slightly above the Planck sca
it would still be possible for the black hole to emit
particle carrying away most of its energy. This mig
leave a stable relic with mass below Planck ma
However, since physics below the Planck scale
unknown, we cannot be sure about the existence
properties of relics with masses below the fundame
scale. Thus, in the following we will focus on tho
relics with masses above the fundamental scale.
.

It is interesting to ask for the spectrum of final re
massesMrelic depending on the initial massMinitial
of the black hole. This relation is shown in Fig.
for the cased = 3. The most probable case is t
exclusive emission of minimal energy quanta dur
the evaporation process, depicted by solid lines
Fig. 2. Black holes withMinitial � 3Mf are stable with
Mrelic = Minitial . The inclusion of higher modes in th
evaporation process, which becomes more impor
with increasing initial mass, is shown by the dash
and dotted lines. When going even further, to mas
Minitial � Mf , the whole range of end masses wou
become accessible. Because the black holes acce
at the LHC would have mainly masses slightly abo
Mf , most of these black holes were stable with mas
aroundMf .

Indirect constraints on the existence of black h
relics can be obtained from the decay of primord
black holes. Their modified and dimension depend
energy spectrum influences observables, e.g., the
mic microwave background and the baryogenesis
73]. Furthermore, the black hole relics from primo
dial density fluctuations may be a candidate for d
matter [74,75]. Upper limits on the relative contrib

Fig. 2. Possible final relic masses (Mrelic) after the evaporation
process from a black hole of initial massMinitial . The calculation is
for d = 3 extra dimensions andMf = 1 TeV. The solid lines belong
to the most probable case, other lines include the emission of h
modes.
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tion of those relics to the critical energy density in t
universe are on the order ofΩrelics= 0.1–1 [76]. Thus,
the observation of relics in a collider experiment is
highest interest.

The final and most interesting question is: h
could one observe these relics?

• A black hole relic with a mass of≈ 3 TeV
would have a spectrum that just fails to allow for
last emission of a quantum (cf. Fig. 2). Therefore
its mass were increased only slightly by the ene
'E, it would enable the black hole to evapora
again, emitting a high energetic quantum and leav
a tiny mass relic. This might result in a delayed fla
of hard photons, leptons or QCD jets compared
the collision dynamics encountered at the LHC. T
fraction of black holes evaporating in this mann
can be estimated from the mass spectrum of b
holes produced at the LHC and is'E/100 TeV−1 ∼
10−4–10−5 for 'E = 1 GeV. Note that relics from
primordial black holes might also lead to observa
air showers, if a black hole relic evaporates in
atmosphere.

• A certain fraction of the black holes produced
parton–parton collisions would carry a small charge
ordere. This might allow to identify the charged blac
hole relics, e.g., by ionisation in a time projecti
chamber.

• The thermal evaporation spectrum would
much softer as expected in the literature [22] wh
assumes total decay of TeV black holes. However,
final stages would be governed by non-thermal pa
cle emission.

To summarise, we have analysed the late sta
of black hole evaporation, including the geometri
quantisation of the emitted radiation. In this model s
ting, the production of stable black hole relics wou
be possible at the LHC. These relics may be obs
able in a late burst of jets if they capture addition
energy. Charged black hole relics may eventually
directly detected, e.g., in a TPC by ionisation.
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